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Abstract
Results of a calorimetric study established the energy produced, over and above input energy, from electrolytic loading of
deuterium into Pd was 150 MJ/cc of Pd (14000 eV/Pd atom) for a 46 day period. High fugacity of deuterium was
developed in unalloyed palladium via electrolysis (0.5 molar electrolyte of lithium deuteroxide, LiOD) with the use of an
independent electromigration current. In situ resistivity measurements of Pd were used to assay activity of D in the Pd
lattice (ratio of D/Pd) and employed as an indicator of phase changes. During this period, two run-away events were
triggered by suddenly increasing current density resulting in 100 percent excess power (2.4 watts output with 1.2 watts
input) and necessitating temporary cut back in electrolysis current. The average excess power (excluding run-away) ranged
from 4.7 +/- 0.15 to 9.6 +/- 0.30 percent of input power while input power ranged from 2.000 to 3.450 watts, confirming the
Fleischmann-Pons effect. The precision was: Power In = +/-.0005 W; ∆T = +/- .05oC; Power Out = +/-.015 W for an
overall precision of +/- 0.5%. High fugacity was required for these results, and the triggered run-away events required even
higher fugacity. Using thermodynamic energy balance, it was found that the energy release was of such magnitude that the
source of the energy is from a nuclear source, however the exact reaction was not determined in this work. X-ray
diffraction results from the recent literature, rules for phase diagram construction, and thermodynamic stability
requirements necessitate revisions of the phase diagram, with addition of three thermodynamically stable phases of the
superabundant vacancy (SAV) type. These phases, each requiring high fugacity, are: γ (Pd7VacD6-8), δ (Pd3VacD4 octahedral), δ’ (Pd3VacD4 - tetrahedral). The emended Palladium – Isotopic Hydrogen phase diagram is presented. The
excess heat condition supports portions of the cathode being in the ordered δ phase (Pd 3VacD4 - octahedral), while a drop in
resistance of the Pd cathode during increasing temperature and excess heat production strongly indicates portions of the
cathode also transformed to the ordered δ’ phase (Pd3VacD4 - tetrahedral). A dislocation mechanism is presented for
creation of vacancies and mobilizing them by electromigration because of their attraction to D+ ions which aids the
formation of SAV phases. Extending SAV unit cells to the periodic lattice epiphanates δ as the nuclear active state. The
lattice of the decreased resistance phase, δ’, reveals extensive pathways of low resistance and a potential connection to the
superconductivity phase of PdH/PdD.
Keywords: Calorimetry, resistivity, superabundant vacancy structures, nuclear energy, Palladium - Isotopic Hydrogen
phase diagram, electrolysis
______________________________________________________________________________________________

1.

Introduction

Modifications of properties in metals and alloys, apart from hydrogen embrittlement and degradation (reviewed
by Robertson et al. [1]), by introducing hydrogen to high activity include: increased and decreased resistivity
[2], induced ferromagnetism [3], optical property changes [4, 5], increased lattice atom mobility [6, 7], induced
ordering [8, 9], increased levels of vacancies [10, 11], and even vacancies at concentrations near 25 percent [1222], called superabundant vacancies (SAV). SAV formation in face centered cubic (FCC) metals changes the
unit cells from FCC to simple cubic (SC) with vacancies (Vac) at all corner atoms of the FCC unit cell. This
Vac ordering is similar to the gold (Au) ordering in copper-gold (Cu3Au). In palladium (Pd), ordered SAV
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structures are: Pd3Vac1Dx (δ phase) [15, 21] where x is between 4 and 8, and Pd7Vac1D6-8 (γ phase) [22].
Isotopic hydrogen atoms [protium (H), deuterium (D), or tritium (T)] occupy the octahedral interstitial sites (δ
phase) singly or as a pair of closely spaced atoms in Pd3Vac1Dx [15, 21] and/or occupy tetrahedral sites (δ’
phase) [23, 24]. (Naming here follows the convention of phase diagram construction of phases left to right in
order of the Greek alphabet.) SAV are observed in other metals/alloys beside Pd and nickel Ni and include: Fe,
Mn, Ti, Zr, Nb, Al, Cu, Mo, Cr, Co, Ag, Au, Rh, Pt, Ir, Pu, Pd-Rh Alloys, Pd-Ag Alloys, and Cu-Ni Alloys.
SAV have been produced by the following methods: wet electrolysis, high-temperature with high-pressure gas
via anvil compression, co-deposited electrolysis, solid state electrolysis (dry electrolyte), ion beam implantation,
and plasma-injection. Eliaz et al [25] have reviewed hydrogen-assisted processing of materials. Links between
processing, structure and properties is continuously sought by metallurgists and material scientists. Does
increased space between atoms along unit cell edges change conductivity, electron mobility, and redistribution
of electron density (Schrodinger equation), and thereby enable nuclear reactions inside a lattice along these
edges? The first purpose of this investigation is to position the new phases appropriately on the Pd-isotopic
hydrogen equilibrium phase diagram. The second purpose is to investigate if electrolytically loading of D into
Pd produces excess heat (more heat out than in) consistently, benefiting from electromigration and high
dislocation density from plastic deformation with associated increase in vacancies. A related purpose is to
explore if SAV favor nuclear reactions at high fugacity because of unusual crystallography (open tube lattice)
compared to the traditional PdD unit cell (β phase with its usual electron distribution). Traditional phases of
metal hydrides (α and β) might not be unusual enough in structure, and electron distribution to support nuclear
reactions; but SAV phases, distinct from β phase and having open tubes and unfamiliar electron-proton (or
deuteron) interaction, are insufficiently explored. Zhang and Alavi [26] have used density-function theory to
show electronic structure is more important than entropy effect in forming SAV.
2.

Analysis

The purposes of this section are to show: (1) these new phases, γ, δ, and δ', are equilibrium phases, (2) near
room temperature, they require creation of vacancies by a mechanism other than diffusion (dragging of jogs by
moving screw dislocations) and relocation of vacancies (aided by attraction to electromigrating D+ ions), and
lastly (3) apt incorporation into the Pd-isotopic hydrogen equilibrium phase diagram.
Although evidence for high vacancy content in SAV phases was originally obtained by unit cell
dimensional changes [12], strongest evidence [15, 20-24] for these three phases, with distinct crystal structures,
comes from X-ray diffraction (XRD). It is also supported by thermal decomposition spectra [15, 27, 28]. In
thermal desorption data for pure Cu [27] and Ni [28], the spectra is the same for samples prepared via highpressure/high-temperature to those created with electrodeposition (co-deposition of H(D) and Pd during
electrolysis) at room temperature. In the former, the kinetics for formation is aided by high-pressure/hightemperature (high fugacity) while in the latter the structure is created atom by atom so kinetics is bypassed,
evolving directly into the lowest energy state, SAV. Only with subsequent thermal activation can hydrogen be
coaxed into egressing (desorbed). The kinetics and signature of desorption is the same regardless of how the
SAV state was arrived at.
A distinct unit cell constitutes a separate phase. It is shown from density functional perturbation theory
(DFT) [15, 29-36] that these new phases are equilibrium phases (lowest free energy), and as such, necessitate
they be added to the Pd-D equilibrium phase diagram. Resistivity measurements (Results section) link these
phases, and a phase transition of δ to δ', to measured excess heat. These phases, occurring at high D/Pd ratios,
offer unique pathways of open structure (vacancy tubes or channels, Discussion section) with low resistance to
electron and proton (and deuteron) transport.
SAV phases result from hydrogen-induced vacancy formation [15, 20-24, 29-36]. Vacancies have
higher mobility (validated by DFT calculations [29-36]) from electromigrating D+ which drag them for building
SAV structures, (mechanism in Appendixes A and B). Higher numbers of vacancies are promoted by high
dislocation density from plastic deformation, as outlined in Appendix B. These two steps in the formation of
room temperature SAV would certainly limit nucleation and growth of δ and δ', but the Results and Discussion
sections show that the volume fraction of SAV phases needed to support excess heat is an extremely small
fraction.
On SAV Fukai [15] astutely recognized and stated:
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“…most important implication in the physics of SAV is that the most stable structure of all M-H
alloys is in fact the defect structure containing a large number of M-atom vacancies. All M-H
alloys should tend to assume such defect structures, ordered or disordered depending on the
temperature, as long as the kinetics allows. In practice, however, M-H alloys are in most cases
prepared under conditions where M-atom vacancies cannot be introduced. Thus it can be said that
most (all) phase diagrams of M-H systems reported to date are metastable ones. These metastable
diagrams are certainly useful as such, but the recognition that they are metastable ones is of basic
importance. The real equilibrium phase diagrams including M-atom[s] vacancies have not been
obtained so far.”
Emending the phase diagram hinges on distinguishing between metastable and true equilibrium phase
diagrams, as well as, the rules for possible and impossible phase diagrams. Okamoto and Massalski [37]
express the relevant phase sequence rule: “There should be a two-phase field between two single-phase fields.
Two single phases cannot touch except at a point”. Phase diagrams require ‘necessary’, but not ‘sufficient’
conditions, for presence of phases. The ‘necessary’ condition is the change in free energy must be negative (𝚫F
< 0) for new phases to form. The ‘sufficient’ condition is from kinetics. In steel, both metastable and true
equilibrium diagrams are useful since many heat treatments preclude equilibrium. The iron-iron carbide
(metastable) and the true equilibrium phase diagram of iron-carbon are compared in Figure 1 along with microconstituents from each (Figure 2). For Pd-isotopic hydrogen, the presently accepted diagram is metastable since
some of the equilibrium SAV phases are absent because of kinetics. Traditional (historical) metastable diagrams
of Pd-D(H) omitted SAV phases because they were only recently discovered. The equilibrium diagram with all
phases of lowest free energy is presented below. Kinetics may also limit the size (volume percent) of phases in
microconstituents. Kinetics for creation, mobilization and conglomeration of vacancies undoubtedly explain the
incubation period to initiate excess heat in many low energy nuclear reaction (LENR) experiments.

Figure 1. The Fe-Fe3C (left) and Fe-C (right) phase diagram. The composition axis on the metastable diagram is weight % C (left)
even though Fe3C is a component (as opposed to C), whereas on the true equilibrium phase diagram, C is properly both composition axis
and component; Fe3C does not exist. adapted after Shackelford [38].
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Figure 2. The micro-constituents from the Fe-Fe3C phase diagram (metastable) from Figure 1 left, and the Fe-C diagram (equilibrium )
from Figure 1 right, showing that both types of diagrams are useful for steel and cast iron. Left from [39], Right from [40].

Figure 3. Phase Diagram for Vanadium–Uranium System showing the phase sequence rule for four isotherms. from Staker [41].

Figure 3 shows four isotherms (red) illustrating the phase sequence rule. In Figure 4, from Fukai [36], one
can see compliance and violation of the sequence rule in V-H system. Figure 5 shows a violation of the phase
sequence rule in Pd-H [36]: the upward sloping phase boundary from D/Pd ratio of .66 to ~.9 separating β from
β’. A similar violation is in Figure 6 from Arakai et al.[38], but this can be corrected by interpreting their data
as in Figure 7 (red) to comply with the sequence rule, but necessitates a phase boundary at H/Pd ratio of .76 and
another at .85 separating β from β + γ. In addition upward sloping red lines to the left of .76 and to the right of
.85 have to be two-phase regions (curves with a nested two-phase field) as is shown below.
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Figure 4. Phase Diagram for the Vanadium – Hydrogen System at 5 Gpa where the phase sequence rule is violated in the top isotherm
but upheld in the lower isotherm. adapted after Fukai [36].

Figure 5. (Left) The Pd-H Phase Diagram with the phase sequence rule violated. This diagram is a metastable diagram lacking
equilibrium phases (γ,δ, and δ’). adapted after Fukai [36].
Figure 6. (Right) A portion of the Pd-H Phase Diagram of Arakai et al [42] with the phase sequence rule violated. Open circles and
open squares are from measurements in their work. This diagram is a metastable diagram lacking equilibrium phases (γ, δ, and δ’). after
Araka et al. [42].
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Figure 7. A portion of the Pd-H Phase Diagram of Arakai et al [38] with red lines being another interpretation of phase boundaries.
Open circles and open squares are from measurements in there work. This diagram is also a metastable diagram lacking equilibrium
phases (δ, and δ’). adapted after Arakai et al. [42].

Figure 8 shows the unit cell for γ phase (Pd7VacD6-8) from Fukada et al. [22]. Delineation is revealed
from two “unit FCC cells” (dark outline). From these, one sees the apposite true unit cell and superlattice
structure of Pd7VacD6-8. D shifts slightly toward the corners allowing them to “bind” more to each vacancy.
This is true for all of the D except the one in the central octahedral site, not bound or “trapped” to any particular
vacancy. Depending if this site is occupied, stoichiometric ratio of D to Pd is between 6 to 8 for 7 Pd atoms,
giving D/Pd ratio between .857 to 1.143: γ phase has mid-point stoichiometry D/Pd = 1 (subscript for D = 7).

Figure 8. Superlattice structure of Pd7VacD6-8. Left: super-cell lattice showing only vacancies. Right: half-cell structure magnified
from the super-cell with heavy lines. The H-atom at the body center does not bind to any vacancy, thus the subscript for hydrogen varies
within a range from 6 to 8. adapted from Fukada et al. [22].
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Figure 9 combines the metastable diagram with SAV data to yield an equilibrium phase diagram. It has δ
phase, Pd3VacD4, with D/Pd ratio 1.333 determined (see Appendix C) from XRD [15-17, 19, 20, 28, 30, 33, 35]
since there are 4 D for every 3 Pd at strict stoichiometry. These two phases (γ and δ) must, by the sequence rule,
be separated by a two-phase field of (γ + δ). The size of each phase field is determined as follows. The
temperature extent has some uncertainty (dotted). The width of γ is based on the central interstitial site filling:
empty in both half cells, filled in one of the two, or filled in both. For off-stoichiometry, the width of δ, from
this analysis, is 1.333 +/- the same width as the two-phase fields on either side of γ (.095 from Figure 9). This
gives D/Pd Min = 1.33 -.095 = 1.24 and D/Pd Max = 1.33 +.095 = 1.43. This construction follows Arakai’s et al
[38] data, indicating start and end of the two-phase region (β + γ) at .76 and .85 respectively. It is suggested that
the two-phase region on the right of γ has the same width (.095) from symmetry and a lack of data to support
another value. This layout is qualitatively consistent with Fukai and Sugimoto [30, 31] who specify two phases
of different vacancy concentrations (named here γ and δ) and dos Santos et al [20] who also show XRD
evidence of two concentrations (12 % and 20%). In the XRD work of Fukada et al [22], these two phases were
labeled “moderate” (.86 to 1.14) and “rich” (1.24 to 1.43) vacancy concentrations.
There is also a δ' field, at D/Pd = 1.333 (Figure 9). The difference between δ and δ' is D occupies
octahedral sites in δ, while D occupies tetrahedral sites in δ'. The δ' appears below a temperature of 375oK
based on resistivity data (Discussion, section 5), and is supported by tetrahedral occupancy by D from Pitt and
Gray [23] and Ferguson et al [24]. From DTF, Isaeva et al [29] found, at lower temperatures, tetrahedral site
occupancy by H (D) stabilizes SAV more than octahedral site occupancy. Neutron diffraction data of Ferguson
et al [24] and Pitt and Gray [23] show H migrates from octahedral to tetrahedral sites at lower temperatures.
The δ and δ' phases are of interest to LENR. The δ'' phase has been in superconductivity literature and
will not be detailed other than noting existence and approximate position on the phase diagram. In addition, ε is
not speculated on here other than its link to superconductivity at D/Pd ratio of 1.6 as Tripodi et al [43] have
predicted. In summary, SAV phases (γ, δ, and δ') are equilibrium phases, require creation and mobilization of
vacancies, and are incorporated into the Pd-isotopic hydrogen equilibrium phase diagram.

Figure 9. Equilibrium Phase Diagram for Isotopic Hydrogen – Palladium.

3.

Materials and experimental procedure

Unalloyed Pd from Johnson-Matthey was used as 0.5 mm diameter rod of length 25.4 mm in an electrolytic cell
with Cu leads connected to the current-controlled DC power supply. The specimen diameter was chosen
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consistent with results of electromigration analysis for D+ (Appendix A). Since Pd has a much higher melting
point than Cu, attachment was completed as in Figure 10 by heating tips of 5.19 mm diameter (#4 gauge wire)
copper leads with a torch to form a molten bead, inserting the end of the cold Pd specimen into the droplet,
while withdrawing the flame, causing instant solidification of Cu, braze-bonded around the end of the Pd
specimen. The Pd remained solid due to higher melting point. This method was used on both ends of the Pd
forming a good electrical connection for the cell. It allowed for current to be driven through the Pd independent
of electrolysis current from platinum (Pt) anode to Pd cathode. It was also used for Pt specimens in Pt/H2O
control cells. Expansion of Pd during absorption of D was accommodated by high ductility Cu preserving the
bond for the lifetime of the experiment. Contact of electrolyte with Cu leads, was avoided by heat shrink
electrical insulation tubes and then sealing Pd ends (Figure 11) with miccrostop stop-off lacquer (such as
MICCROSHIELD Stop-Off Lacquer from Tolber Division Miccro Products).

Figure 10. Method of preparing and attaching Cu leads to Pd or Pt cathodes.

Figure 11. Pd or Pt (control) cathodes with brazed electrical leads of Cu isolated from the electrolyte in the cells by heat shrink tubes
and Microstop lacquer sealant.

The electrolyte was 18.0 ml of .5 Molar LiOD in 99.8 % deuterium oxide D2O from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratory. The cells were constructed by nesting four slightly different size Pyrex test tubes, each separated by
two O-rings and a thin air space. A Teflon top, sealed with O-ring, excluded ambient atmosphere by allowing
the positive pressure of O2 and D2 gas to exit through a capillary tube into a reservoir of vacuum pump oil. This
arrangement is shown in Figure 12, 13 and 14. Fleischmann and Miles [44] showed recombination is either zero
or too small to be a source of heat. There was visual monitoring of cell electrolyte level and exit gasses. This
configuration of four-nested tubes reduced overall heat transfer from the inner test tube and increased sensitivity
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(larger delta Temperature, 𝚫T, for each input watt). Cells were calibrated by measuring the power in and 𝚫T,
the difference between cell temperature and surrounding air temperature inside the calorimeter. Power from
electromigration current (“current-control” mode) through Pd specimens was the product of current times
voltage drop along the Pd specimen. This voltage drop was measured outside the cell on the Cu leads carrying
electromigration current since 98.6 % of the drop occurred in the PdD portion because its resistivity is higher
than Cu (5.9 to 11.8 times higher depending on D loading), but most importantly because of its greatly reduced
cross-section (ratio of Cu area to PdD area = d2Cu/d2Pd = 108). The net effect of these two factors, along with the
ratio of Cu to Pd lengths, is the ratio of voltage drop in PdD to that of the Cu leads. It is 69.4 to 1. This
assessment includes the length of Cu (into and out of the cell) of 35 cm and the average of least and most
resistivity values. Power-in for the electrolysis portion (“current-control” mode) was electrolytic current times
electrolytic voltage minus thermoneutral potential (conservative values of 1.52 V for D2O and 1.48 V for H2O
were used). Cell temperature was obtained from thermocouples placed inside two capillary tubes in each cell
(Figure 14). These were averaged with each other and over time (collected every 0.01 seconds yielding 5000
measurements, and were averaged for each temperature or voltage collected, giving an output data set every 15
minutes). Thermocouples were welded and their output voltage compared to a standard thermocouple calibrated
periodically at the National Institute of Standards and Technology, assuring absolute accuracy within .05 oC for
Temperature readings after extensive averaging (5000 readings). It should be noted that precision for any given
thermocouple was better than .05 oC since repeatability on the same thermocouple did not include an offset
(systematic error) normally involved when measuring absolute accuracy.

Figure 12. Electrolytic cells constructed by nesting four Pyrex test tubes (with O-rings) and Teflon top, through which cathode (two Cu)
leads, anode lead (Pt), small Pyrex tubes (two) for thermocouples, make-up water from syringe, and exit gas tube come through. Top of
cell is distorted in drawing which is not drawn to scale.
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Figure 13. Suspension of D2O or H2O droplet from make-up water syringe tube in the head space above electrolyte allowed growth and
thermal equilibration before dropping into the electrolyte. Typically this took about 10 minutes, depending on electrolysis current to
which the delivery rate was matched.

Figure 14. Electrolytic cells of four nested (not shown) Pyrex test tubes, sealed with Teflon tops (not shown). Both cells are in series on
one “current controlled” power supply (P. S.). Independent electromigration currents from P. S.’s for each cell were also operated in
“current control” mode.
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A calibration curve of 𝚫T versus power-in was run for cells with 1, 2, 3 and 4 nested tubes in an effort
to assess sensitivity by adding tubes. This was motivated by the small volume of Pd electrode, anticipated
power density releases (watts/cc), and a desire to distinguish between chemical energy (a few eV/atom) and
nuclear energy (between keV/atom to MeV/atom, depending on fraction of atoms participating, see Results
section below). The sensitivity increased with each nesting Pyrex tube and its associated dead air space.
Maintaining electrolyte level in cells used a Harvard Apparatus Model 22 Digital Syringe Pump
outfitted with two syringes, one with heavy water from Cambridge Isotope with 99.8 % D and one with double
distilled light water. The selectable rate of delivery (between .002 microliters/hr and 55 milliliters/min) was
established by developing a table of instrument input settings for each electrolysis current. Make-up heavy and
light water in the form of small droplets dangled in the cell head space (lasting about 10 minutes) before
dropping into the electrolyte (Figure 13) and allowed for thermal equilibration. Use of the syringe pump (slow
but constant rate of delivery) eliminated thermal shock when replenishing D20 and H20. Thermal shocks
(negative temperature spikes) had been a shortcoming in this field. Sudden large additions had additional
surface area for heat transfer and cooler electrolyte mass for a given power level and upset excess heat reactions.
The effect of over or under filling of electrolyte (eliminated with correct syringe pump settings) is shown in the
Results section. The time constant was determined for the heavy water cell to be about 34.5 minutes by the
standard method of determining a time constant (Figure 15). It is compared to one of about 116 hours for the
entire calorimeter chamber (202 times larger). This insured a small but distinctive power spike in the cell could
be measured since chamber temperature was constant and capable of absorbing the power of the cells without
any change in overall calorimeter temperature (the heat capacity of the calorimeter was 2500 times higher than
that of the cell). With the ratio of thermal diffusivity (α = k/(ρ·cp) of air to water at 150 (αair / αwater ≈ 150), the
temperature inside the chamber was equilibrated and constant more consistently than using a commonly
employed water bath. Here k is thermal conductivity, ρ is density and cp is constant pressure heat capacity.
There was no forced air velocity inside the calorimeter, only natural convection.
The calorimeter itself (Figure 16) consisted of a chamber approximately 75 cm x 75 cm x 75 cm with
wall thickness of 6.4 cm of Benelex (pressed fibers board) surrounding cells on all sides except the front, which
had Plexiglas for visual monitoring the cells, especially electrolyte level. Three thermocouples, inside the
chamber were averaged for calorimeter media temperature. There was never any difference in these three
readings (within precision), however averaging improved reliability and confirmed lack of forced convection.
A Data Acquisition Processor card 2400a by Microstar Laboratories, Inc. was used for all data
acquisition of voltages, and currents (measured as a voltage drop across a precision resistor) for power input,
and for thermocouple readings. Precision, using extensive averaging, for the power-in was +/- .0005 W, while
that of the 𝚫T was +/- .05 oC (or better as explained above) and that of power-out of +/- .015 W (based on the
limiting value of 𝚫T of +/- .05 oC ) . This gives an overall precision for the experiment of +/- .5%, enabled by:
1.) Use of the data acquisition card, eliminating human bias and giving large averaged data sets. 2.) Use of the
calorimeter chamber, with time constant over 200 times larger than that of the cell. 3.) Use of the syringe pump
eliminating shock and maintaining constant level. Other factors that contributed to successful excess heat
production were preconditioning the Pd to a high vacancy and dislocation density by anodically unloading and
cathodically re-loading (over resistive hump and back) four times before measuring heat (Appendix B), and
selecting the diameter of specimen to promote electromigration of D+ without adding significant resistive
parasitic power (Appendix A). Electromigration promotes concentration enhancement at the bottom end of the
Pd, and causes redistribution of vacancies. Using plastic deformation, with a high dislocation density, is
suggested by Sugeno and Kowaka [45] and Lewis [46] in Figure 17. The final hardness (and dislocation
density), from hydrogen insertion and removal into well-annealed Pd, is the same as the starting value of cold
worked Pd. Dislocation intersections creates dislocation jogs and enables vacancy creation in bulk without need
for diffusion from surface or grain boundaries. Hardness and flow stress are measures of dislocation density and
dislocation cell size, as shown by Holt [47], Staker and Holt [48], and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf [49]. Deutges, et al
[50] have shown, by transmission electron microscopy that cell formation, common to most metals, also occurs
in PdH and results in higher diffusivity of H, consistent with higher vacancy concentration (Appendix B).
This method utilized the Fleischmann-Pons cell except for four-wire leads and three power supplies. Insitu resistance monitoring of D to Pd ratio ensured loading over the resistive hump, and monitored changes after
excess heat initiated. Electromigration was incorporated for monitoring resistance (measuring the voltage drop
along the length of Pd) and D/Pd ratio, and to force movement of D+ ions toward the bottom of the specimen.
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Because of attraction of vacancies for D+ ions, it also promoted concentration of vacancies, easing activation
energy of SAV. It also balanced the power with a small amount of resistive heating in either light or heavy
water cells. They were in series for electrolysis, but electromigration currents were controlled independently.
.

Figure 15. Time constant determined for right and left cell (right shown) in the constant temperature chamber to be 34.5 minutes. The
constant temperature chamber was measured at approximately 116 hours (about 202 times longer while the heat capacity was 2500 x
higher). The time constant τ represents the time for it takes the cell’s step response to reach 1 – 1/e (≈ 63.2 %) of its final (asymptotic)
value.

Figure 14 shows heavy water Pd and light water Pt cells wired in series (same current). The Pt anode
was wound as tightly as possible to the cathode, lowering electrolysis voltage and power-in. Use of .5 M LiOD
and .5 M LiOH also reduced power, providing a more sensitive calorimeter. Two thermocouples inside small
capillary tubes monitored cell temperature. They were averaged for each cell. Complete wiring diagram for the
electrolysis, electromigration, power supplies, reversing switch, precision resisters for currents, other voltage
divider resistors for readouts, and locations for the data acquisition processor card tapping are shown in Figure
18. The numbers in a box or circle are locations of readouts. The Pd/D2O cell and Pt/H2O cell cathodes,
marked “S”, are directly connected to the 5.19 mm diameter Cu leads (labeled “heavy white wire”) and to the
power supply (P.S.). The electromigration current is labeled “Aux. Current” in Figure 18.
In Figure 19 there are three hypothetical data sets of 𝚫T versus power-in, where the accuracy (red line)
can be improved by adding more data. However the precision cannot be improved unless methods are taken to
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reduce the sources of error in 𝚫T as described above. This kind of scatter of green data points from the red line
is too great in the left figure to provide confidence that any given green point is a result of excess heat. The
second hypothetical data set (center) has improved precision but with same accuracy. The right data set has
precision and accuracy to measure excess heat for a given specimen size (more excess heat for a larger size).

Figure 16. Constant temperature chamber with thermal time constants: τ chamber >> τ cells.

Figure 17. Hardness as a function of hydrogen content during insertion and removal of hydrogen at 25 o C after Sugeno and Kowaka [45]
and Lewis [46]. The final hardness (and flow stress τ) and dislocation density ρ from insertion and removal of hydrogen into wellannealed Pd have the same starting values as cold worked Pd. Hardness (flow stress) are related to dislocation cell size d and dislocation
density ρ as shown by Holt [47] and Staker and Holt [48]: τ = Kd-1, d = 16ρ-½, τ = .57Gbρ½, where G is shear modulus, b Burgers vector.
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Figure 18. The wiring diagram using three power supplies (P.S.). The numbers in box or circle are locations of readouts (“meter” and
“recorder” are redundant for data acquisition processor card). Pd and Pt cathodes, “S”, are connected to 5.19 mm diameter Cu leads,
labeled “heavy white wire”, and the electromigration current there in is labeled “Aux. Current”. The Pd/D 2O and Pt/H2O are labeled “L.
cell” and “R. cell”, respectively. Three types of wires are indicated: double line (electromigration circuit), heavy black line (electrolysis
and P.S. with cells in series), and light lines for data readings.

Figure 19. Hypothetical data of 𝚫T versus power-in, where the accuracy (red line) can be improved by adding more data to the set, but
improvement in precision requires other means.

In developing calibration curves for light and heavy water cells, data were taken either before loading to
high ratios or by using a Pt cathode and Pt anode. Data (with 5000 readings) were averaged by the data
acquisition card and associated computer software at 15 minute intervals from all thermocouples, voltages and
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currents, filled a file without human intervention, and then plotted as small dots. By changing electrolysis
and/or electromigration current slightly to new settings, data was acquired at new positions on the graph (about
every 45 minutes): this permitted closely spaced values which filled in the entire “line” (curve of dots).
4.

Results

Figure 20 shows a calibration curve for 𝚫T versus power-in with 𝚫T measured in oC and power-in measured in
watts obtained as just described (Materials and experimental procedure). It uses a small dot as the data character
symbol: there is no additional curve through the data. This demonstrates higher precision than that reported
above of 𝚫T of +/- .05 oC. Figure 21 shows the same data with a calibration check (data characters of crosses,
+) added after 46 days. These crosses are plotted with larger font size to distinguish them from the dots, nonethe-less, the centers of the crosses fall on top of the original calibration, indicating no shift in calibration.

Figure 20. Calibration curve of right cell (Pt/Pt) and left cell (Pd/Pt). The “line” is a series of small dots closely spaced determined from
data acquisition card and compute data readings from Figure 18, for plotting without human intervention. Precision is as follows: Power
In = +/- .0005 W; 𝚫T = +/- .05oC; Power Out = +/- .015 W; Over all Precision = +/- .5 %.
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Figure 21. Calibration curve of right cell (Pt/Pt) and left cell (Pd/Pt) before electrolytically loading D, dots ( ·) and after ice-quenching
the Pd (left) cell (crosses, +), stopping excess heat 46 days later. Small dots forming “line” are from voltages, currents and
thermocouples inside cells and outside cells in calorimeter chamber. Crosses and dots on same curve proves no shift in the calibration.
Data acquired and plotted without human intervention. Precision is as in Figure 20.

Figure 22 shows the calibration curve drawn with a line (replacing the dots) and extended to higher
power-in levels. The 𝚫T and power-in are during operation of the Pd/D2O cell at various times during the 46
days of operation. A straight line at higher levels of power is a conservative estimate of the calibration curve
since it is slightly concave down (slightly lower than shown). There are rare scattered data below and above the
calibration curve. All the data below calibration were taken by the data acquisition processor card under nonequilibrium conditions: either by a deliberate attempt to document the effect of cell overfilling (raising the
electrolyte level above equilibrium operating level of 18.0 ml) or when electrolysis was deliberately stopped
briefly, allowing the cell to cool below equilibrium calibration conditions. These periods are not part of
calibration or equilibrium conditions (normal operation of the cell). The clustered data set at the left and below
the line near power-in of 2.85 W is the result of deliberately overfilling the cell by about 1.5 mm from the
equilibrium calibration mark, then allowing the electrolysis to run without the syringe pump filling (pump off).
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At the point where the data characters (small crosses) meet the calibration line, the electrolyte level met the
equilibrium level mark of 18.0 ml. This behavior was tested again at 3.29 W (tight cluster) with about 1 mm
overfill and then allowing electrolysis to run until a 1 mm under-fill condition (data above the line).

Figure 22. Left cell (Pd/Pt) in D2O exhibiting excess power (crosses, + ). The line is drawn through the calibration curves of Figures 19
and 20 (without excess heat). Watts of excess power are above the calibration curve but varied for the entire 46 day period as shown by
periods of .10 W and .32 W excess power.

All other data (crosses) above calibration line are a result of excess power, ranging from .10 W (about
4.7 % of power-in, depending on power-in) to .32 W (9.6 %). Excess power stayed in this range most of the 46
days, except for two events of run-away power that required cutting back power-in to prevent boiling of the cell.
They are shown in Figure 23. Excess power during run-away was triggered by an increase in electrolysis
current. Before “run-away”, the light water and heavy water cell were matched in input power by trimming the
electromigration current. The fact that the heavy water cell was higher in temperature by about 2.5 oC shows it
17

was producing excess power. When electrolysis current was increased from 444 mA to 535 mA and the control
cell (light water) was again matched in power, the temperature of the heavy water cell started to “run-away”
necessitating a cut back in current to 435 mA; but excess power continued. With only a modest increase in
current (from 435 to 442 mA), temperature ramped into run-away again, but stabilized in the 82oC range,
considerable higher than 67oC, prior. This second run-away event produced 2.4 W with 1.2 W input. Total
excess heat over 46 day period of .775 MJ or 150 MJ/cc of Pd or 14000 eV/Pd atom was from integrating power
over the period. This is of such a magnitude that it must be a nuclear reaction; but there is no evidence in this
study which nuclear reaction.
In this study seven Pd specimens were run. Six specimens gave excess power. Two gave extensive
excess heat similar to that reported. The ones that gave excess power (but not excess heat) were deliberately
stopped for various reasons not associated with excess heat - not run long enough to determine excess heat. It is
reasonable that they would have given excess heat. Another specimen (seventh) had a visible crack, no excess
heat, and did not load properly. It was run however to verify the importance of loading on excess heat.

Figure 23. Left cell (Pd/Pt) in D2O exhibiting excess power ( + ) and responding to sudden changes in electrolytic current. The
temperature of both heavy and light water cells are shown as a function of time (data acquired every 15 minutes). Before initiation of
“run-away” events, power to both cells was matched to with in 1 mW.

Another important observation was change in resistivity during excess heat in Figure 24. Resistivity is
measured as a drop in voltage along the Pd with constant current. Each number on the time scale is 12 minutes
(data taken every 15 minutes). From approximately 90 to 172 units on time scale, there is an irregular periodic
drop in resistivity, interrupted only by a slight diffidence that vanishes quickly, followed by resumed drop.
Resistivity of PdD had gone over the hump (near D/Pd = .73) at the beginning of the run. This assured the
specimen was above the range of average D/Pd = .93 for the events featured here and all events of excess power
18

and heat. What makes this drop particularly significant is the fact that temperature of the cell is increasing all
the time resistivity is changing. This is shown in Figure 25 along with the temperature increase of the cell
during resistivity drop. These events could be triggered by a sudden increase in current density, but they also
happened, most often, spontaneously at constant current density.

Figure 24. Left cell (Pd/Pt) in D2O exhibiting excess power ( + ). The resistivity of the PdD had gone over the hump in resistance (near
D/Pd = .73) at the beginning of the run assuring specimen is in the range above an average D/Pd = .93 for the events featured here. The
drop in voltage along specimen is from a change in its resistivity since electromigration current is constant and the temperature of the cell
is increasing.
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Figure 25. Left cell (Pd/Pt) in D2O exhibiting excess power with the specimen above an average D/Pd = .93. The drop in voltage is
from a change in resistivity since electromigration current is constant and the temperature of the cell is increasing and electrolysis current
density is constant.

5.

Discussion

The magnitude of excess heat (Figures 22 and 23) confirms Fleischmann-Pons heat effect from nuclear origin.
The amount of excess heat per cc of Pd (150 MJ/cc) or per Pd atom (14000 eV/atom) is too large for a chemical
reaction, which produces energy per atom less than 2 eV/atom. The drop in resistivity while temperature
increases, is not expected behavior of PdD. Most metals and metal hydrides (or deuterides) show increasing
resistivity with temperature [51-53], as in Figure 26. Nucleation of a new phase, other than beta (β) or gamma
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(γ), with lower resistance is likely occurring in Figures 24 and 25. If excess heat is from δ (Pd3VacD4 with D in
octahedral sites), then formation of δ’ (Pd3VacD4 with D in tetrahedral sites), (Figure 27) enables extensive
pathways of low resistance for electron transport along tubes, which are “vacancy channels” free of atoms along
edges of unit cells. These extend from one unit cell to the next and intersect at all unit cell corners, as shown in
Figure 28. The solubility of D(H) decreases with increasing temperature in Pd – H [54-56] and decreases in PdAg alloys, as shown by Paolone et al [57]: they are exothermic [54]. With current density constant, fugacity is
constant. Phase change to tetrahedral site occupancy is a change with more order as Isaeva et al [29] indicate:
tetrahedral site occupancy is favored as a more ordered phase. Resistivity, in general, is larger in a disordered
state than in an ordered state, as pointed out by Fukai [58]. Therefore the specimen is unlikely to be further
loading itself with D (to lower resistivity), but rather more likely to be undergoing phase change from δ to δ’.

Figure 26. Resistivity versus Temperature for Pd-H samples from low temperature to room temperature and extrapolated to
temperatures above room temperature with a positive coefficient of resistivity. from Schindler et al. [51] and Tripodi et al. [52].

Figure 27. The ordered unit cells of the delta (δ), Pd3VacD4 and delta prime (δ’), Pd3VacD4 phases. The main difference is that D
occupies octahedral sites in δ and tetrahedral sites in δ’. Edges of the unit cell in δ’ are straight paths of open tunnels (or tubes) because
of vacant Pd atoms. In δ, the only atoms in these tubes are D+ ions.
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Figure 28. Tubes (green) on all edges of unit cells of delta (δ), and delta prime (δ’) phases are a network of intersecting tunnels
producing a separate “open tube” lattice of its own.

Sites for nucleation of δ’ would be less than the total volume fraction fv of δ phase in the cathode. This
fraction is the active atoms divided by total atoms, determined as follows. The number of Pd atoms in
specimens here is = 3.4 x 1020 atoms (size of Pd, Materials and experimental procedure section), while nuclear
reactions could produces 23,800,000 eV per reaction. The actual energy produced is 14000 eV/Pd atom or 7000
eV/(D atom pair) over 46 days. Thus fv = 7000/23800000 = .0003 = .03%. The total number of D pairs
participating = 1.0 x 1017 pairs out of 3.4 x 1020 atoms. If all of the δ phase is active in giving heat, then fv is too
small to detect δ phase from metallurgical microscopy. The δ’ phase is an even smaller fraction, yet it produces
a macroscopic effect (measureable lowering of overall resistivity of the bulk specimen). This implies the
inherent resistivity of δ’ is very low (possibly even zero) since the total resistance of the cathode must obey the
law of mixtures, combining resistivity of δ’ times its small volume fraction with resistivity of beta β times its
volume fraction (complement fraction). Thus there is significant variation in resistivity from location to location
within the bulk. This is consistent with observed local hot spots for production of tritium observed by Wills et
al. [59] and Srinivasan et al. [60]. It is also consistent with small and scarce local explosive reactions in the
lattice in near-surface region from volcanic-like eruptions observed in optical and scanning electron microscopy
of the surface after excess heat [61].

Figure 29. Tubes for each unit cells of either δ or δ’ phases. These phases form a 3-D vacancy tube lattice or network of intersecting
tunnels. The tube lattice (green) has Pd and isotopic hydrogen in the space between tubes in δ‘ (left image = Pd3VacD4 - T), or has only
Pd atoms (right image = Pd3VacD4 - O) in the space with D+ inside the tubes in δ. Unit cell images (blue and red) after Isaeva et al [29].
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The tube lattice (Figure 29) has Pd atoms nested between tube intersections: either Pd with D(H) or
only Pd, depending on whether the phase is δ' or δ (with D still inside the tubes). If D is still inside tubes (δ) as
an ion, then this is a variant of Storms’ model [62]: an electron in between each D+ ion (Figure 30). Storms’
model might be improved by replacing a two-dimensional crack with a one-dimensional tube of diameter equal
to about 1 Pd atom. The tube would maintain alignment and avoid the buckling problem inherent in twodimensional crack space. Electron shielding, in two-dimensions, needs to be kept aligned to avoid instability
(D(H) ion and electron pop sideways). The tube would keep the shielding aligned and avoid elastic buckling
instability as in axially loaded beams in compression, Euler Buckling. In addition real metal cracks may be too
wide (not sharp) on an atomic scale to align a string of alternating charges of ions as proposed by Storms [62].
The size and geometry of real cracks are shown in Figure 31 adapted from Liu et al [63] who used high
resolution transmission electron microscopy HRTEM to document images at tips of cracks in silver Ag, a low
stacking fault metal. Pd is a higher staking fault metal (approximately 10 times higher).

Figure 30. Storms [62] has modeled electron shielding in a two-dimensional crack shown on left and available online:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNodilc6su0 . The center shows that a string of alternating electrons and deuterons (protons) will
buckle when left in a two-dimension crack with a third dimension of width of 1 atom. The present view of SAV in Figures 27 and 28
corrects the buckling problem since the lattice tube is 1 atom in diameter and maintains alignment when compressed axially.

Figure 31. High resolution transmission electron microscopy, HRTEM, images in silver Ag, a low stacking fault metal: (a) to (c) in situ
HRTEM images during the crack propagation in the matric. (d) to (f) in situ HRTEM images during the penetration of the crack across
the CTBs. The beam direction is parallel to <110>. The CTBs are outlined in red lines and the corresponding twin thickness is labeled in
the unit layers. A stacking faults marked as SF_R is chosen as the reference. The crack surface changes from {100} to {110} after the
crack penetration across the CTBs. P1, P2, P3 and P4 in (b) indicate slip planes. Crack is too large to support an aligned string of
alternating deuterons and electrons. adapted from Liu et al. [63].
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6.

Summary and conclusions

(1) The energy produced, over and above input energy, was 150 MJ/cc of Pd (14000 eV/Pd atom) for 46 days.
The average excess power ranged from 4.7 +/- 0.15 to 9.6 +/- 0.30 percent of input power while input power
ranged from 2.000 to 3.450 watts, confirming the Fleischmann-Pons effect. The energy release was of such
magnitude that the source is nuclear. The exact nuclear reaction was not determined in this work.
(2) Two run-away events were triggered by suddenly increasing current density resulting in 100 percent excess
power (2.4 watts output with 1.2 watts input) necessitating a temporary cut back in electrolysis current.
(3) The emended Palladium – Isotopic Hydrogen phase diagram is presented: Three new phases, from X-ray
diffraction results from recent literature, are shown on the phase diagram as superabundant vacancies (SAV)
phases and are: γ phase (Pd7VacD6-8), δ phase (Pd3VacD4 - octahedral), δ’ phase (Pd3VacD4 - tetrahedral).
These phases are the lowest free energy phases at their respective compositions.
(4) Resistivity of Pd was used to assay D activity in the Pd lattice (ratio of D/Pd) and employed as an indicator
of phase changes. The excess heat supports portions of the cathode being in the ordered δ phase (Pd3VacD4
- octahedral), while the drop in resistance of the Pd cathode during increasing temperature and excess heat
indicates portions of the cathode transformed to the ordered δ’ phase (Pd3VacD4 – tetrahedral).
(5) The structure of δ phase (Pd3VacD4 - octahedral) and δ’ phase (Pd3VacD4 - tetrahedral) show a network or
lattice arrangement of empty tubes (δ’) or tubes filled with isotopic hydrogen (δ). These empty tubes
provide extensive pathways of ultra-high mobility of hydrogen (δ) or electrons (δ’) or both. It is proposed
these tubes provide a pre-condition of nuclear activity.
(6) A model of electromigration is presented where these phases were encouraged by electromigration current,
causing D+ ions (trapped to vacancies) to pull vacancies along and aid the formation SAV phases. The
model of electromigration indicates considerable enhancement of D+ ions (higher D/Pd) at one end of the
specimen raising the likelihood of SAV phases and nuclear activity.
(7) A plastic deformation based model offers a mechanism for vacancy production in the bulk lattice. Vacancies
are created by dragging of jogs connected between screw dislocations. Jogs are created by intersecting
dislocations. The creation and mobilization of these vacancies raise the likelihood of SAV phases and
nuclear activity by mitigating the necessity for bulk diffusion from the surface or grain boundaries. It shows
the importance of plastic deformation (by cold work or by a loading/unloading/reloading sequence) in
preparing Pd (or Ni) specimens for LENR.
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Appendix A: Effects of Electromigration on Enhancing the Concentration

Specimens were supported in cells between two heavy gauge Cu wire leads. D+ electromigration was effected
by passing current for enhancement of D concentration along the length as in Figure 1A. Fluxes in opposite
directions, JD+electric field and JDconcentration, balance at steady state (after transient period). Flux JD+electric field due to
electric field E (= dV/dx) is nqμE where n is number of charges, q is charge assigned to D+ (~ -e), and μ is
mobility (= D/kBT). Electrons and protons (deuterons) have different mobilities: for electrons μ = 1/nqρ where
ρ is resistivity in cm-Ω, but deuteron mobility, from Nernst-Einstein equation, is μ = D/kBT, where kB is
Boltzmann constant and D is Diffusion coefficient. With Fick’s first law, D·(dc/dx) = nqμE, a first order
differential equation. If dc/dx is c’ and dV/dx is V’, and since c = n, the equation is c’ = c·S·V’, where S is
defined as q/kBT. The solution is: c (x) = B·e SV, where B is a constant from boundary condition: c(x = 0) = co
and V(x = 0) can be defined as Vo. With these and the boundary condition: c(0) = B·e SVo with B = coe-SVo. The
solution is: c(x)/co = exp (q·[V(x) – Vo]/kBT), or if Z is defined as (q/e-), then c(x)/co = exp (Z·e·[V(x) –
Vo]/kBT). For rod of uniform section A (= πd2/4) and resistivity ρ, E = [V(L) – V(0)]/L and E = I·ρ/A, thus
[V(L) – V(0)] = I·ρ·L/A. Then c(L)/co = exp (4·Z·e·I·ρ·L/π·d2·kBT). Evaluating with numbers gives: c(L)/co =
exp (.0003723·I·L/d2) for z = .7 and c(L)/co = exp (.0005319·I·L/d2) for z = 1. Table 1A shows electromigration
effects are significant, in terms of concentration at one end versus the other end (i.e. C/Co). For values of
currents used (typically 3 amps, but as high as 10 amps), the enhancement is from 506% to 22200%. If actual
enhancement were only 40% it would be significant. It should be pointed out, the parasitic heat added could be
significant if specimen size is imprudently selected, but for the conditions here (3 amps) it was about .1 watt.

Figure 1A.

Pd between two Cu leads, the two fluxes that develop and the resulting concentration profile.

Table 1A. Composition Enhancement from One End to the Other by Electromigration in Pda
Total
Current, I
(Amps)

Diameter of
Specimen, d
(cm)

Power Density by
Joule Heating , P
(Watts/cc)

Total Power
[= P x Volume of
specimen ] (Watts)

Composition Ratio
[Enhancement]
C/Co [= c(L)/c(0)]

1

.10

.175

.0035

Z = .7
1.10

Z=1
1.14

3

.10

1.58

.0314

1.33

1.50

10

.10

17.5

.349

2.57

3.86

20

.10

70

1.40

6.60

14.91

1

.05

2.80

.014

1.46

1.72

3

.05

25.21

.126

3.10

5.06

10

.05

280

1.40

44.0

222.0

20

.05

1121

5.59

1902.0

49 425.0

Note: Using ρ = 10.8·10-6 Ω-cm, L = 2.54 cm, temperature (300 oK) and constant diffusion coefficient, electric wind force
at zero, steady state is assumed (transient period is proportional to length 2/Diffusion coefficient, L2/D) and no “leakage”
back into electrolyte along the specimen surface (the highest potential). Thus, c/co = exp (.0005319·I·L/d2), for Z =1. Joule
heating (Total Power = P x Volume of specimen) uses P = .000017508·I 2/d4 in watts/cc.
a
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Appendix B: A Plastic Deformation Mechanism that Creates Interior Vacancies

A well-known mechanism [1B, 2B, 3B] to create vacancies through screw dislocation intersections that generate
jogs could play an important role in pre-processing Pd for LENR. Loading and unloading Pd with D four times
(three times unloading) encouraged a well-developed dislocation cell structure and its associated excess of
vacancies. The Burgers vector for edge dislocations is always perpendicular to the dislocation line and screw
dislocations have Burgers vectors parallel to the dislocation line, Figure 1B. Jog-components of dislocations in
the slip plane (called kinks) can be either screw or edge, Figure 2B. When dislocations intersect, they always
create jogs, Figure 3B. For purposes here, the most important type of intersections are screw dislocations.
Dislocations intersect during heavy cold work. Wen et al [4B] have shown hydrogen enhances homogenous
dislocation nucleation, promotes dislocation emission, induces slip planarity, and localizes dislocation activity
significantly, leading to locally enhanced vacancy formation from dislocations. In Figure 3B, both screw (AB
moving along the slip plane, ABCD) and edge (BC moving left to right on slip plane) components of curved
dislocations can create jogs. Unlike kinks, a jog is normal to the main slip plane and resists being dragged by a
screw dislocation because it either creates lattice-atom interstitials (moving to the right in Fig. 4B and requiring
higher energy), or it creates lattice-atom vacancies (moving to the left in Fig. 4B and requiring less energy). The
red area in Figure 4B is a row of vacancies created behind the right-to-left moving screw dislocation with its
edge jog. Dislocation intersection happens by millions of millions (1012) in metal deformation and is a source of
interior-created vacancies (as opposed to diffusion bringing vacancies from surfaces or from grain boundaries).
In addition to this mechanism for creating vacancies at interior positions in the solid, electromigration,
(Appendix A) can drag vacancies with the migrating D+ ions because of binding energy between vacancies and
interstitial hydrogen. The volume of the nuclear active environment (NAE) is a small percent of bulk volume
(Discussion section), so the amount needed, by these two mechanisms, to produce a NAE is relatively small.

Figure 1B. Geometry (Left) and Burgers circuits (Right) around Edge (a) and Screw (b) Dislocations. after Hayden et al. [2B].

Figure 2B. Edge and Screw Dislocations with Jogs in the Slip Plane. Jogs in the slip plane are called Kinks. Jogs out of the slip plane
are called jogs. Dislocations mnop in the slip plane (the plane containing dislocation and burgers vector b) with a kink section on where
its nature changes from edge to screw (left) or screw to edge (right). Here the kink on lies in the slip plane. adapted from Reed-Hill [3B].
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Figure 3B. An edge dislocation parallel to BC or AD moves from left to right on slip plane ABCD, it cuts through the vertical portion
(edge) of the dislocation loop creating jogs on the edge portion of the loop. The same would happen if a screw dislocation parallel to AB
moved from front to back on plane ABCD: it would create the steps at BC and AD and the jogs shown, consistent with its Burgers vector
b. These jogs are screw in nature (parallel to b), but if a dislocation cut the screw portion of the loop, by moving on a vertical plane, it
would create a jog with edge nature. adapted from Reed-Hill [3B].

Figure 4B. Dislocation mnop where its nature is all edge (left) or mostly screw (right) in a slip plane with a section on (jog). The jog on
is normal to the main slip plane (not a kink) and is edge in both cases. When the jog on right, connected to screw components, moves to
the left, it must create a row of vacancies behind it (red section) because its nature is edge and its Burgers vector b is perpendicular to
motion. This is not true of the edge dislocation and its jog on the left because of differently oriented b. adapted from Reed-Hill [3B].

Dislocations intersect and tangle into dislocation cells, and cell size d is controlled by dislocation density ρ
(d = Kρ-½) which is also related to shear flow stress τ (τ = .57Gbρ½) and thus hardness, as shown theoretically by
Holt [5B] for all metals with high enough stacking fault energy, and then first shown experimentally for Cu
[6B], and subsequently most other metals [7B]. Here G is shear modulus and b is Burgers vector. Dislocation
cell formation occurs in unalloyed Pd and PdH as found experimentally by Deutges et al. [8B]. For PdH the
same cells form except, with hydrogen uptake, there is higher dislocation density and smaller cell size (d = Kρ-½
and τ = .57Gbρ½), consistent with higher hardness results (higher τ) shown above (Figure 17). This means more
vacancy formation by the jog mechanism when H(D) is present. High vacancy content associated with high
hydrogen content found in density functional perturbation theory (DFT) supports the result of this dislocationbased mechanism for producing vacancies.
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Appendix C: X-ray Diffraction Evidence for SAV Structures

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) evidence for SAV relies on the ability to distinguish crystal (Bravais) lattices and
lattice parameters. Simple cubic (SC) and face centered cubic (FCC) are two Bravais lattices involved in SAV
structures and can be distinguished because of the structure factor [1C] for each unit cell. The resultant wave
scattered by all atoms of the unit cell is called the structure factor Fhkl for the h k l “reflection” (diffraction),
given by:
𝑁

Fhkl = ∑𝑛=1 𝑓𝑛 𝑒 2𝜋𝑖(ℎ𝑢𝑛 +𝑘𝑣𝑛 +𝑙𝑤𝑛 )
where fn are the atomic scattering factors (ratio of the amplitude of the wave scattered by atoms to the amplitude
of the wave scattered by the electron) of each atom n in the unit cell, h k l are the Miller Indices of the plane of
diffraction, u v w are the fractional coordinates of atom positions within the unit cell, and N is the total number
of atoms in the unit cell. Fhkl is a complex number with both amplitude and phase, but its absolute value |Fhkl| is
a ratio of amplitudes:
|Fhkl| =

𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛

In addition to Bragg’s Law for determining when reflections at a given angle, θ, occur, the structure factor
changes the intensity of a pattern of h k l reflections. Some reflections have zero intensity ( |Fhkl| = 0 ) when
adding the scattering for each atom in the unit cell. The results of |Fhkl|, for these zero intensity calculations
(missing reflections) are summarized in Table 1C for selected Bravais lattices, whereas only those reflections
that are present are listed in Table 2C. The presence of the red (Superlattice lines) indices verses only the black
(Fundamental lines) indices in Table 2C determines if the Bravais lattice is SC or FCC. When the unit cell
changes from FCC to SC Superlattice lines (red indices) appear in the XRD patterns. This was first discovered
by Sykes and Evans in the gold-copper (Au-Cu) alloy with an ordered structure, AuCu3 [2C] and is shown in
Figure 1C. XRD evidence in PdD(H) for SC instead of a FCC proves the unit cell is either δ phase (Pd3VacD4 octahedral) or δ’ phase (Pd3VacD4 - tetrahedral), rather than beta β phase (PdD). But δ cannot be distinguished
from δ’ by XRD alone because the atomic scattering for D(H), fD, is so small, but neutron diffraction can
distinguish them. For Pd when vacancies replace corner atoms of the unit cell, it takes the same ordered
arrangement as Cu3Au. Examining this unit cell and considering corner vacancy as an “atom-type”, one see that
for every vacancy fully within the unit cell (1/8 of each of 8 corner atoms), there are 3 Pd atoms fully within the
unit cell (1/2 of each of the 6 face atoms). Clearly the “vacancy-atoms”, by themselves, form a simple cubic
unit cell and so the Pd3Vac ordered unit cell is SC. Its structure factor confirms SC with both Fundamental and
Superlattice reflections. Figure 2C shows the XRD pattern for the SAV form of Pd-hydride at 500 oC and H
pressure of 5 GPa, after holding at 800 oC for 3.5 hr and another sample at 300 oC and H pressure of 5 GPa, after
holding at 700 oC for 8.5 hr from Fukai and Okuma [3C]. There has been separation into two phases PdH (A)
and a vacancy-ordered phase Pd3VacH4 (B). The latter phase (B) is identified as SC from the superlattice lines.
Figure 3C show the same behavior for NiH processed at 800oC and H2 pressure of 5 Gpa from the work of Fukai
et al [4C]. Superlattice reflections indicate the crystal lattice is also simple cubic (ordered phase, Ni3VacH4).
Table 1C. Present and Missing “Reflections” (Diffracted) Conditions for Common Bravais Lattices
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#

Bravais Lattices Type
Simple
Base-centered
Body-centered
Face-centeredc
Hexagonal Close Packed

a

Reflections Present
all
h and k unmixedb
(h + k + l) even
h, k, and l unmixed
(h + 2k) = 3·integer, l is odd

a

Reflections Missing
none
h and k mixedb
(h + k + l) odd
h, k, and l mixed
all other cases

a

Planes denoted by Miller Indices h, k, l defined as reciprocals of the fractional intercepts which the plane makes with the
crystallographic axes.
b
Applies to a cell with the base (face with atom at center) as the C face (plane defined by axes a and b), if base is B face
(defined by a and c axes), then h and l are unmixed when reflection is present, and if base is the A face (defined by b and c),
then k and l are unmixed when reflection is present.
c
Also includes all “NaCl-type” structures except when fNa-type atom happens to equal fCl-type atom.

Table 2C. Reflections Present for Each Bravais Lattices

(h2 + k2 + l2)
(order of reflection is increasing θ)a
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
17
18
18
19
20
21
22
24
a
b
c

Simple Cubic (SC)
Reflections Present = (All hkl)
100 b
110
111
200
210
211
220
221
300
310
311
222
320
321
400
322
410
330
411
331
420
421
322
422

Face Centered Cubic (FCC)
(including “NaCl”-Type)

Present = (h, k, and l unmixed)
-c
111c
200
220
311
222
400
331
420
422
𝜆2

order: θ increases as (h2 + k2 + l2) since the combination of Bragg’s Law with d-spacing is: sin2 θhkl = 2 (h2 + k2 + l2).
4𝑎
red hkl planes indicate the presence of reflections for SC structure called Superlattice lines.
- missing reflection for FCC (Fhkl = 0), and black hkl planes indicate FCC reflections present called Fundamental lines.
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Figure 1C.
Powder X-ray diffraction pattern (reflection line Intensity recorded on film) of the development of order in an FCC AuCu alloy: (a) disordered (fundamental reflections), (b) partially ordered, and (c) highly ordered AuCu3 with Superlattice reflections.
adapted from Sykes and Evans [2C].

Figure 2C.
XRD pattern of the ordered unit cells of delta (δ), Pd3VacD4 ) and delta prime (δ’), Pd3VacD4 ) phases. The main
difference is that D occupies octahedral sites in δ and tetrahedral sites in δ’. Edges of the unit cell in δ’ are straight paths of open tunnels
or open tubes because of vacant Pd atoms. In δ, the only atoms in tubes are D+ ions. Superlattice reflections show the crystal lattice is
SC. adapted after Fukai and Okuma [3C].

Figure 3C.
XRD pattern of counts (intensity) vs channel (θ) of Ni3VacH4 at 800oC and H2 pressure of 5 Gpa. Superlattice
reflections show the crystal lattice is SC. Sample prepared via high force anvil with NaCl encapsulation to retain hydrogen. Red arrows
are reflections from mixed indices (superlattice) while black arrows are from fundamental reflections. adapted after Fukai et al. [4C].
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